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INTRODUCTION

A major reason for our limited understanding of what triggers SM injury is that detailed mechanistic studies using
human skin have not been possible for ethical reasons. Therefore, we have used an approach that has allowed us to
identify sites and pathways of sulfur mustard (SM)-induced vesication using engineered human skin that mimics
the clinical and histologic features of this tissue. Through research conducted this past year, our laboratory has
extensively studied the pathophysiology of bioengineered, in vitro, 3-D human skin in response to SM by
establishing dose/time responses of these human, skin-like tissues that lead to dermal-epidermal separation. We
have developed and adapted novel tissue models that have found that structured basement membrane can alter the
response to SM injury by making the tissue less susceptible to SM-mediated damage. We used
immunohistochemical, morphologic and biochemical analyses to characterize the influence of these ECM
and BM subtrates on the morphogenesis, survival, differentiation and growth of NHK. We have found
that the presence of individual BM components, Type IV and tissues grown on intact complete BM (de-
epidermalized dermis) in organotypic cultures supports the survival of these skin-like tissues. Since
there is a significant linkage between the pathologic alterations in Junctional Epidermolysis Bullosa
(JEB) and SM injury, our understanding of he molecular defects in in BM causing JEB should shed light
on the pathogenesis of SM-induced blistering. To further explore the role of basement membrane
proteins in keratinocyte resistance to SM-induced damage, we directly studied the role of laminin 5 in
this process. Primary keratinocytes harvested from patients with the blistering skin disease Junctional
Epidermolysis Bullosa (JEB), that lack a functional gamma 2 chain of laminin 5 and are not able to
adhere to basement membrane, were transduced with retroviral vectors designed to restore laminin 5-
mediated adhesion. We found that only JEB cells in which laminin 5 adhesive function was restored (F-
GAL) were resistant to apoptosis when exposed to SM (150 ug/ml), thereby implicating laminin 5-
mediated attachment as being important in limiting SM damage. These studies provide important proof of
concept that in vitro and in vivo tissue models mimic many of the tissue alterations previously found in
animal models of SM injury. Our findings show that adhesion to basement membrane proteins enables
subsets of keratinocytes to resist SM damage. Since we have previously found that only specific subsets
of basal keratinocytes underwent cellular damage leading to apoptosis in our in vivo engineered tissue
models, we have taken an important step towards defining the ECM or BM components that provide
survival signals that can protect cells when challenged with SM. These human tissue models will be of great
relevance in understanding functional mechanisms of SM injury and in testing new countermeasures to limit its
morbidity and mortality.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

PART I: ESTABLISHMENT OF CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH SULFUR
MUSTARD CAN ALTER THE SURVIVAL AND VIABILITY OF NORMAL
HUMAN KERATINOCYTES AND JUNCTIONAL EPIDERMOLYSIS BULLOSA
CELLS GROWN ON A VARIETY OF BASEMENT MEMBRANE
COMPONENTS IN 2-D MONOLAYER CULTURES

TASK 1: To determine the dose/time responses of normal keratinocytes to sulfur mustard exposure

1. Determination of the effects of ethanol on human keratinocytes: Prior to the application of sulfur
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mustard (SM) on cultured cells, we conducted a series of experiments using various concentrations of
pure ethanol to determine the effects of this solvent on keratinocyte growth and survival. This was done
because SM was dissolved in pure ethanol and it was important to determine if this vehicle would induce
alterations in cultured cells at the SM concentrations needed. Experiments were carried out in p60 plates
and keratinocytes were grown on feeder layers of 'y-irradiated 3T3 cells until colonies were 60%
confluent. Cultures were then exposed to different doses of ethanol (0.4%, 0.8%, 1.6%) for 30 min and
compared to untreated controls. Plates were then rinsed three times with fresh media and were grown for
an additional week. Colonies were stained using crystal violet and the diameter of colonies exposed to
ethanol doses were measured. Based on our experiments we concluded that ethanol did not greatly
alter the growth of keratinocytes compared to the non-exposed controls as the size of individual
colonies was not altered upon exposure to ethanol (Figure 1).

2. Staining for cellular apoptosis to determine the dose and time response of cultured keratinocytes
to sulfur mustard: To establish the SM doses that could induce alterations in keratinocyte growth, a
dose and time study was performed to measure the response of human keratinocytes to SM.
Keratinocytes were seeded on sterile coverslips with 3T3 feeder layers (10,000 cells/p60) for six days in
p60 plates until the colonies became 70% confluent. Cultures were then exposed to different doses of
SM and compared to ethanol-exposed controls. We initially selected four different doses 37.5, 75, 150,
300jtM of SM and compared these to 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2% ethanol upon exposure for 7 min. Cells on
coverslips that were exposed to agents were then processed 24 hours later for immunofluorescent staining
for the presence of apoptotic cells using a monoclonal antibody that detects the cleavage product of
keratin 18 that is the end result of apoptotic pathways (M30 Cytodeath-stain, Roche, Inc.). Fig. 3 shows
the appearance of apoptotic cells that demonstrated M30 staining in the cytoplasm (red stain) for different
doses of SM when compared to corresponding ethanol controls. At low SM doses of (37.5[tM, 75jiM),
fewer apoptotic cells were seen when compared to 150 and 300giM SM doses. All doses of ethanol
showed fewer apoptotic cells than SM-exposed cells. Thus a dose-dependent increase in the number of
apoptotic cells was seen after SM treatment. Based on these findings, we selected 150pM as a
standard SM dose that induced a maximum number of apoptotic cells.

An additional experiment was performed to study the effect of the length of exposure to SM on cell
survival and death. We selected a dose of 150ItM to study the effects of SM exposure for 1,3, 7, 14, and
28 min. Staining was performed for apoptotic keratinocytes grown on coverslips using the M30 stain the
numbers of apoptotic cells on 3 coverslips were counted for each length of exposure. A sharp increase in
the number of apoptotic cells was seen for 7 min exposures when compared to 1 and 3 min exposures.
Longer exposures (14 min and 28 min) resulted in an 8-10 fold increase in numbers of apoptotic cells
when compared to cultures exposed for 7 min (Fig. 5). In comparison, untreated controls showed a very
small number of apoptotic cells while ethanol showed very small changes in the number of apoptotic
cells. Fig. 6 demonstrates the appearance M30 positive cell after exposure to SM and to 1% ethanol for 7
min. These findings demonstrated that a SM dose of 150,"M at an exposure time of 7 miin was
sufficient to induce significant apoptotic cell damage in 2-D cultures of keratinocytes. As a result, it
was decided to use 7 min as the standard SM exposure time for all future studies.

3. MTT viability/survival assays to determine keratinocyte survival after SM exposure: We next
performed the MTT assay to evaluate the viability of normal keratinocytes after exposure to SM. In this
assay, the yellow tetrazolium salt MTT is reduced in metabolically active cells to form insoluble purple
formazan crystals that are solubilized by the addition of a detergent. The purple color can then be
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quantified by spectrophotometric means and provides a direct measure of cell viability upon exposure to
SM. Conversely, a reduction in spectrophotometric measurement reflects the loss of cell viability. We
performed MTT assays using normal human keratinocytes (NHK) at different cell densities to establish if
varying cell density could alter cell viability in response to SM. NHK's were plated at densities of
5X10 4, 2.5X10 4, 1X10 4 and 1X10 3 and exposed to either 150taM of SM or to 1% ethanol control. Fig. 7
demonstrates that cells seeded at low densities (1,000 and 10,000 cells) showed no difference in cell
viability when SM exposures were compared to ethanol controls (Fig. 7). However, at high cell densities
(25,000 and 50,000 cells), SM exposure significantly decreased cell viability when compared to ethanol-
exposed controls. This demonstrated that the sensitivity of detection of MTT assay required a
threshold number of cells greater than 25,000 to yield differences in cell survival between SM- and
ethanol-exposed cells. These studies laid the groundwork for all experiments by establishing
parameters required for length and concentration of SM exposure needed to alter cell viability and to
induce apoptosi&

TASK 8: Dose-time response to establish the role of basement membrane components to SM in 2-D cultures

4. The role of basement membrane components on the survival and viability of keratinocytes
exposed to sulfur mustard - We next performed experiments to establish the importance of (BM) or
extracellular matrix components (EMC) on cell viability and cell survival when exposed to different
doses of SM compared to ethanol controls. To establish if the basement membrane (BM) protein Type
IV collagen could alter the sensitivity of normal keratinocytes to SM, we seeded different numbers of
keratinocytes on Type IV Collagen-coated, 24-well plates and performed MTT viability assays (Fig.8).
Results were similar to those seen when cells were plated on tissue culture plastic as SM-exposed cells
showed lower viability when compared to those ethanol-exposed at higher cell density (50,000 and
25,000). Similar differences were seen when cells were exposed to SM and ethanol after seeding onto
Type I Collagen coated plates (Fig. 9). These experiments demonstrated that an SM dose of 150ptM for 7
min reduced cell survival compared to ethanol exposure. Fig.10 presents MTT viability assays when
50,000 cells were plated on different substrates including plastic, Type I Collagen, Type IV Collagen,
Fibronectin, Laminin and Poly D-lysine in monolayer, 2-D cultures. 24 hours after seeding, cells were
exposed to 150MtM SM or 1% ethanol for 7min. All the plates showed a decrease in cell viability when
treated with SM compared to ethanol controls. However, the greatest reduction in viability (50%) upon
SM exposure was seen for cells grown on Type IV Collagen. Since cells grown on this substrate also
demonstrated the highest cell viability when exposed to ethanol, it is possible that the elevated cell
growth on Type IV Collagen made cells more vulnerable to SM damage. Other substrates (Type I
Collagen, Fibronectin and Laminin) demonstrated decreased viability upon SM exposure, but to a lesser
degree than Type IV Collagen. Poly-D-lysine and plastic-coated dishes demonstrated the smallest loss of
viability upon SM exposure. This may be due to the poor attachment of keratinocytes to poly D-lysine-
coated plates compared to other substrates.

MTT assays were carried out for varied doses of SM and ethanol on different substrates (Fig. 11). Four
different doses of SM were tested (37.5, 75, 150, 300gtM) and were compared to controls (0.25, 0.5, 1,
2% ethanol) when cells were seeded onto tissue culture plastic, Type I Collagen, Type IV Collagen,
Fibronectin and Laminin. As described above, the greatest decrease in viability after SM exposure was
seen for cells grown on Type IV Collagen. Interestingly, this was the only substrate that demonstrated
loss of cell survival even at low SM doses (37.5ptM and 75ptM). Other substrates showed no loss of
viability for these low SM doses but did show a moderate decrease at higher SM doses. Thus, while
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ECM components were protective at low SM doses, they did not provide a survival advantage at higher
SM doses. Significantly, cells grown on the BM component Type IV Collagen demonstrated the
greatest sensitivity of cells to SM-induced damage in 2-1D cultures. These findings demonstrated that
individual ECM or BM components were not able to provide protection from SM damage in 2-D)
cultures and intact BM may be required to mediate this event.

TASK 5: Dose-time response to establish the response of JEB cells to low dose SM exposure

5. MTT Assay to determine the response of Junctional Epidermolysis Bulllosa (JEB) cells to SM:
There is a significant linkage between the pathologic alterations seen in Junctional Epidermolysis Bullosa
(JEB) and those seen in vesicant injury induced by SM. To determine if cells lacking the ability to
synthesize a functional laminin 5 molecule would demonstrate an altered sensitivity to SM exposure, we
utilized primary keratinocytes that were derived from patients with JEB that were deficient in laminin 5
function. JEB cell lines were initially harvested from the skin of a patient with JEB (552) by the
laboratory of Dr. Guerrino Meneguzzi (INSERM, Nice, France). Cells were infected with retroviral
vectors that were previously shown in our lab (Progress Report 1) to modify laminin 5 function and
restore cell-substrate adhesion in cells that were adhesion-deficient due to the absence of Gamma 2 chain
(Phoenix producer cells courtesy of Nolan lab). The following vectors were used to modify laminin 5
function in 552 cells:
Delta BC: Cleaved variant of Gamma 2 chain of laminin 5 with a shortened 80 kd Gamma 2 chain. This
generates cells that do not adhere well to connective tissue substrates.
FGAL: Non-cleaved variant of Gamma 2 chain. The chain remains intact and is not cleaved at it's
BMP- 1 site to generate a 1 55kd chain that restores adhesion.
Pfu: A Gamma 2 mutant that encodes cDNA for the constitutively cleaved form of this chain that has
been truncated at the proteolytic cleavage site to generate a 105~kd chain. These cells do not adhere well
to connective tissue substrates.
Wild type (Gamma 2 WT): This has a full-length Gamma 2 chain and cells infected with this variant
restore their laminin 5 function.
Delta Cl15: This is an empty vector that does not correct laminin 5 due to the absence of Gamma 2
chain and so that cells retain the properties of the mutant cells.

We used the MTT cell proliferation assay to study the effects of SM on JEB cells that were seeded on
different BM and ECM components such as Type I Collagen, Type IV Collagen, Fibronectin and
Laminin, as well as control plastic plates. Cells were seeded into 24-well plates on these substrates and
exposed to 150•jM of SM or 1% ethanol on the following day for an exposure time of 7min, rinsed three
times with fresh media and incubated for an additional 24 h. Fig. 12 represents results of MTT assays for
these JEB cells grown on different ECM or BM substrates. In general, there was an increase in cell
viability for the Gamma 2 WT, Delta C1 15 and FGAL cells, demonstrating that these cells survived the
exposure on different substrates to a greater degree when compared to Delta BC and Pfu. However, the
degree to which cell viability was altered was dependent on the substrate on which the JEB cells were
plated. For example, cells that had restored their laminin 5-mediated adhesive function (FGAL and
Gamma 2 WT) showed a minimal loss of viability on Type I and Type IV Collagen and tissue culture
plates when compared to JEB cells restored with a gamma 2 chain that did not support adhesion (Delta
BC). However, SM-induced loss of cell viability was not as great with Delta BC-restored cells on
Fibronectin as had been seen on other substrates. These findings demonstrated that restoration of
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adhesive function mediated by laminin 5 was able to provide decreased cell vulnerability and increased
cell survival upon SM exposure.

In light of these findings, we next performed MTT assays for JEB cells on these substrates at an elevated
dose (300 tM) of SM and compared this to control exposures of 2% ethanol (Fig. 13). As a control, we
compared the SM response of JEB cells to that of normal keratinocytes, as well. JEB cells whose
laminin 5-mediated adhesion was restored (FGAL and Gamma 2 WT) showed a similar susceptibility to
this dose of SM, as did cells whose adhesion was not restored (Delta BC). Interestingly, all cells grown
on Type IV collagen showed a 2 to 3 fold decrease in cell viability even in the presence of 2% ethanol,
suggesting that this substrate rendered cells more susceptible to cell death. Thus, it appears that
restoration of laminin 5 function could provide protection from SM damage only if the SM dose was
lower than a threshold amount (1501iM) in 2-D culture. Above this dose, even cells with intact
laminin 5-mediated adhesion could not withstand SM-induced damage (300WM).

To further confirm these observations regarding threshold doses of SM, JEB cells were tested on the
three substrates that showed the maximum difference in cell viability when treated with SM and ethanol.
To accomplish this, JEB cells were exposed to doses of SM (75, 150, 300 .tM) and corresponding doses
of ethanol controls (0.5, 1, 2 %) for 7 min. Fig. 14 presents results of the MTT assay for the 5 different
JEB cell types and human keratinocytes seeded on three different substrates (Type I Collagen, Type IV
Collagen, Fibronectin) that were exposed to 75J4M of SM or 0.5% ethanol. At lowest SM doses (75[pM,
150gtM), FGAL cells showed sensitivity to SM damage on Type I Collagen and Fibronectin, but not on
Type IV Collagen (Fig. 14). This supported the observation that restoration of laminin 5-mediated
adhesion and resistance to M damage were optimal on proteins present in the BM such as Type IV
Collagen at low SM doses. This may occur as Type IV Collagen is known to interact with laminin 5 and
may provide apoptosis resistance as due to this adhesive association. This also suggested that restoration
of laminin 5 function will not reduce the sensitivity to SM damage when cells are grown on a substrate
that is not found in BM, such as Type I Collagen. This apoptosis resistance seen for FGAL cells was lost
at higher SM doses (300[tM, Fig. 16) and was similar to that seen for cells that did not undergo
restoration of laminin 5 function (Delta BC) at low SM doses on Type IV Collagen. However, the loss of
viability for Delta BC cells was greater than that seen for FGAL cells on Type IV Collage substrates,
even at the elevated SM dose (300p.M).

A final experiment in monolayer, 2-D culture was performed to compare SM damage between Delta BC
and FGAL cells on two substrates (Type I Collagen and Type IV Collagen) that showed the maximum
difference in cell viability after SM and ethanol exposure (Fig. 17-20). MTT assays were carried out
using 8 different SM doses (75, 150,300, 450, 600, 750, 900, 1200pgM) and compared to their
corresponding ethanol controls (0.5, 1,2, 3, 4, 6, 8 %). Both FGAL and Delta BC cells showed a
threshold, SM dose below which no decrease in cell viability was seen. Surprisingly this threshold was
highest (4501aM) for Delta BC cells grown on Type IV Collagen plates. In contrast, FGAL cells grown
on both Type IV collagen and Type I collagen, as well as Delta BC cells grown on Type I collage showed
a small SM-induced decrease in cell viability below 150p.M SM. However, as SM dose was increased to
1200ptM a gradual dose-dependent decrease in cell viability was seen for both cell types on both Type I
and Type IV Collagen substrates. At this point, we are unable to explain this greater sensitivity of SM
exposed cells in 2-D cultures grown on basement membrane composed of only Type IV collagen. It is
possible that matrix proteins are seeded de novo, after cell seeding, that masks the supportive effect of
Type IV collagen. This may also explain the minimal loss of sensitivity to SM seen on Type I collagen.
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PART II: EXPOSURE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL, HUMAN ORGANOTYPIC
CULTURES HARBORING NORMAL HUMAN KERATINOCYTES AND JEB
KERATINOCYTES TO DETERMINE THE ROLE OF BASEMENT MEMBRANE
ON THE INDUCTION OF SULFUR MUSTARD INJURY

We next generated 3-D, organotypic cultures to identify pathways of SM induced vesication by using
engineered human skin that mimics the clinical and histological features of this tissue. Organotypic
cultures grown in the absence of pre-existing BM components ("Raft" cultures) were prepared according
to our lab protocol. To accomplish this, early passage human dermal fibroblasts were added to
neutralized Type I Collagen to a final concentration of 2.5X10 4 cells per ml. This mixture (3ml) was
added to each 35mm well insert of a six-well plate and incubated for 4-6 days in media containing
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium and 10% fetal calf serum, until the collagen matrix showed no
further shrinkage. At this time, a total of 5X10 5 normal human epidermal keratinocytes were seeded
directly on the contracted collagen gel. Alternatively, to generate cultures in the presence of BM, cells
were seeded onto a de-epidermalized human dermis (AlloDerm) that was layered onto the contracted
Type I Collagen gel. Organotypic cultures were maintained submerged in low calcium, epidermal
growth media for 2 days, submerged for 2 days in normal calcium epidermal growth media and raised, to
the air-liquid interface by feeding tissues from below with cornification media for an additional 2 days.
At this point, cultures were exposed to different doses of SM or ethanol that were added to fresh media
on day 7 of culture. Tissues were exposed for 7 min based on our previous results with 2-D monolayer
cultures (see above). In addition to ethanol treated cultures, untreated cultures were used as controls by
not adding ethanol to the media. After exposure, tissues were rinsed three times with fresh media and
incubated for an additional 24 h. The following day, tissues were pulsed with 1 O.tm bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU) 6h prior to terminating experiments to allow assay of proliferation in exposed tissues. Tissues
were then bisected and one-half was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, while the other half of the tissue was
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded and Hematoxylin and Eosin sections were prepared.

1. Establishing SM doses that induce tissue damage in 3-D orpanotvpic cultures- morphologic and
apoptotic alterations - To gain an understanding of SM doses needed to induce tissue damage in 3-D
tissues, cultures were first treated with 75 .and 150ptm SM and compared to untreated cultures and those
exposed to 1% ethanol. Figures 21 and 22 demonstrate the appearance of collagen Raft cultures grown in
the absence of BM that were either unexposed (A), exposed to 75gtM (B) or 150gtM (C) SM or exposed
to 1% ethanol (D). Untreated cultures generated a well-stratified epithelium that adhered to the
underlying connective tissue. Tissues treated with 75ptM SM demonstrated an intact epithelium that was
well-attached to the underlying connective tissue (B). However, these tissues demonstrated a significant
degree of altered tissue organization (B) that was similar to that seen for ethanol-exposed cultures (D). In
contrast, cultures exposed to 150pM SM demonstrated complete dermal-epidermal separation (C) and an
overall thinning of the epithelium. These preliminary findings showed that a 150ýtm dose of SM for 7
min could mimic the vesicating damaged induced by SM in vivo.
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To assess the degree of apoptotic cell death in exposed tissues, M30 staining for Rafts exposed to
different doses of SM and ethanol was performed from frozen sections. A four-fold increase in apoptotic
cells was observed at a dose of 150uM of SM when compared to controls and twice as many apoptotic
cells were seen with cultures treated with 75piM of SM (Fig. 23). We next determined if higher SM
doses could increase SM-mediated tissue damage in Raft cultures by performing experiments using
150pM and 300pM of SM doses in comparison to 1 and 2% ethanol controls (Fig 24, 25). Low power
magnification of H&E stained sections after treatment with 300gM SM showed a significant degree of
tissue damage including complete separation of tissue from the BM zone as well as necrosis of
keratinocytes and fibroblasts. Less damage was seen in tissues exposed to 150pM SM and there was no
separation at the BM interface (Fig.25) To confirm these findings, frozen sections were stained using
the M30 antibody. Numbers of apoptotic cells were greatest in tissues exposed to 300pM SM while
ethanol-treated tissues showed a very minimal number of apoptotic cells. These findings established
that doses similar to those found to induce SM damage in 2-D cultures of kerationcytes were also able
to induce tissue damage in 3-D organotypic culture& These tissue alterations included separation of
the epithelium at the BM zone in a pattern similar to those found in our in vivo studies (REPORT Year
2).

TASK 8 : Dose-time response to establish the role of basement membrane components to SM in 3-D,
organotypic cultures

2. Establishing the role of basement membrane in human skin response to sulfur mustard - In light
of these findings, we next studied the effects of SM on organotypic cultures grown in the presence and
absence of pre-existing BM components. This would allow comparison to MTT assays carried out on
different BM components in 2-D cultures described above. Keratinocytes were seeded on AlloDerm, the
de-epidermalized, acellular cadaver dermis derived from human skin that forms intact BM at its dermal-
epidermal interface. In this way, it would be possible to determine if BM can protect skin-like tissues
from SM-induced damage when compared to tissues grown without BM components. To accomplish
this, tissues were grown on AlloDerm, collagen Rafts or on polycarbonate membranes coated with either
Type I Collagen, Type IV Collage, Fibronectin or control plastic. After 7 days in culture tissues were
exposed to SM (150ptM) and compared to tissues exposed to 1% ethanol. Fig. 27 represents the low
power view of H&E stained tissue sections after SM exposure and Fig. 28 represents the higher
magnification view. SM at a dose of 150pM induced separation at the BM zone when both collagen Raft
(Fig. 27 B, Fig. 28 C) and plastic, non-coated inserts (Fig. 27 D, Fig. 28 B) were compared to the ethanol
control (Fig. 27 D, E, Fig. 28 B, D). In contrast, tissues grown on AlloDerm showed that the BM
interface was intact (Fig. 27 C, Fig. 28 E) as seen in ethanol-exposed controls (Fig. 27 F, Fib. 28F).
Similarly, SM induced separation at the BM zone for tissues grown on different substrates (Type I
Collagen, Type IV Collagen, Fibronectin) when compared to ethanol controls (Fig. 29 and Fig. 30).

To confirm these findings a dose of 150[tM SM was used and compared to 1% ethanol and untreated
controls to compare the effect of SM on organotypic cultures on which keratinocytes were grown on
Rafts and AlloDerm (Fig. 31 and 32). Tissues treated with 150p.M SM demonstrated intact tissues (Fig.
31 B) with minimal numbers of damaged, eosinophilic cells in the supra-basal layer (Fig. 32 B arrows)
while untreated tissues showed a well-stratified epithelium that was similar to ethanol controls. In
contrast, SM-treated Rafts showed a significantly higher number of damaged keratinocytes that displayed
nuclear condensation and eosinophilic cytoplasm proving that SM could induce more severe damage to
cells grown on Rafts than those grown on AlloDerm. To confirm these findings, we performed
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immunofluorescent staining using the M30 antibody to assess numbers of apoptotic cells in exposed
tissues (Fig. 33 & 34). Rafts treated with SM showed a 10-fold increase in number of apoptotic cells
when compared to AlloDerm (Fig. 34), which displayed number of apoptotic cells that were similar to
non-treated and ethanol controls. To determine if the induction of apoptosis demonstrated a dose-
dependency, we performed experiments on AlloDerm using two different doses of SM along and
compared them to controls. AlloDerms exposed to doses of 75p.M and 150M of SM were similar to
untreated and ethanol controls in both tissue morphology (Fig. 35, 36) and upon M30 staining and
numbers of apoptotic cells after M30 staining when compared to controls (Fig. 37).

In light of these findings, we next determined the minimal SM dose required for the induction of tissue
damage in AlloDerm cultures. We selected 5 different SM doses (75, 150, 300, 600, 1200 itM) and
compared these to ethanol controls (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 %) (Fig. 38 and 39). We found that the epithelium
remained intact at SM doses of 75 and 150.M as induction of SM-mediated damage started at a dose of
300gtM. At elevated doses of 600 and 1200j.tM SM tissue alterations were more prominent and were
characterized by separation of the BM zone. Ethanol treated cultures showed little tissue damage even at
elevated levels of ethanol exposure. M30 staining of these cultures showed a gradual increase in the
number of apoptotic cells with increasing doses of SM from 75 to 300jM SM (Fig. 41). An SM dose of
75tM showed 3.8% of apoptotic cells compared to 57.2% observed for 1200PM while the maximum
percentage of apoptotic cells observed for the highest dose of ethanol (8%) was only 3.6%. This gradual
increase in numbers of apoptotic cells showed that AlloDerm tissues were susceptible to SM, but only
above a threshold level of SM (600[tM). These findings showed that only tissues with an intact BM
could resist SM-induced damage, thus demonstrating that BM structure was protective upon SM
exposure. This protective effect was only seen at doses of SM below 600 uM.

TASK 5: Dose-time response to establish the response of JEB tissue constructs which were reverted to
a normalphenotype by retroviral gene transfer to SM
TASK 6: Assay the response of JEB and normal organotypic cultures to high, vesicating doses of SM
TASK 7: Assay the response of JEB keratinocytes expressing mutated forms of the gamma- chain of
laminin 5

3. Establishing the role of laminin 5-mediated adhesion in the response of 3-D tissues to sulfur
mustard - the response of JEB mutants to sulfur mustard in 3-D tissues - Since it appeared that BM
could protect tissues exposed to SM, we performed a final experiment to determine if JEB cells grown on
AlloDerm demonstrated a differential susceptibility to 150ýIM SM (Fig. 42 and 43). All JEB cells
showed a degree of epithelial separation at the BM zone when compared to ethanol-exposed control
cultures. Normal cells grown on AlloDerm showed protection from SM damage but AlloDerm did not
protect JEB cells, (FGAL, Delta BC, Pfu, Delta Cl 15 and Gamma2wt) against the SM induced damage.
This was confirmed by M30 staining of these tissues where we observed the induction of apoptosis due to
SM compared to ethanol controls (Fig. 45). Paradoxically, FGAL and Gamma 2 WT cells showed the
greater number of apoptotic cells among all different JEB cell types. This suggests that restoration at
laminin 5-mediated adhesion did not protect tissues from SM-induced damage when tissues were
exposed to 150WtM SM and that restoration of laminin 5 alone was not sufficient to provide protection
from the effects of SM.

11



KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

1 - We established dose/time responses of normal keratinocytes following exposure to SM and ethanol vehicle in
tissue culture media (1 50uM) that induced biologically-meaningful changes in cell apoptosis and cell viability in 2-
D cultures.
2 - We established dose/time responses of JEB keratinocytes following exposure to SM and ethanol vehicle in
tissue culture media (1 5OuM) that induced biologically-meaningful changes in cell apoptosis and cell viability in 2-
D cultures.
3 - We have that established cells grown on the BM component Type IV Collagen demonstrated the
greatest sensitivity of cells to SM-induced damage in 2-D cultures. These findings demonstrated that
individual ECM or BM components were not able to provide protection from SM damage in 2-D
cultures.
4 - We have found that restoration of laminin 5 function could provide protection from SM damage only
if the SM dose was lower than a threshold amount (150 gM in 2-D) culture. Above this dose, even cells
with intact laminin 5-mediated adhesion could not withstand SM-induced damage (300gM).
5 - We determined that doses similar to those found to induce SM damage in 2-D cultures of

kerationcytes were also able to induce tissue damage in 3-D organotypic cultures. These tissue

6 - We have found that showed that only tissues with an intact BM could resist SM-induced damage,
thus demonstrating that BM structure was protective upon SM exposure. This protective effect was only
seen at doses of SM below 600 uM.
7 - We found that restoration at laminin 5-mediated adhesion did not protect tissues from SM-induced
damage when tissues were exposed to 150gM SM and that restoration of laminin 5 alone was not
sufficient to provide protection from the effects of SM..
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CONCLUSIONS

A major goal of our research studies was to determine the initiating site of SM induced damage that leads
to vesicating injury in human skin. YEAR I of our research allowed us to generate optimized in vitro
and in vivo human tissue models harboring basement membrane that have made many of the discoveries
in this report possible. YEAR 2 of this research focused on characterization of the in vivo response of
bioengineered human skin to prevesicating and vesicating doses of SM.

During this year of our research, we received approval for the use of an in-house facility for SM
exposures. This laboratory was constructed during YEARS I and 2 of our research and final approval for
its use was obtained one year ago. This facility greatly facilitated the progress of our work as it allowed
all studies with SM to be performed in our laboratory. YEAR 3 of our research has allowed us to
establish that intact basement membrane significantly reduces the vulnerability of 3-D, human skin-like

tissues to vesicating injury. The finding of an increased susceptibility of human skin-like tissues without
structured basement membrane to SM-induced vesication indicates that this structure is a critical site for
the initiation of SM injury in human skin. Studies in 2-D cultures demonstrated that the presence of
proteins found in the cutaneous basement membrane zone were not able to reduce the sensitivity to SM
damage. In fact, quite the opposite was true, as we determined that cell viability (MTT assay) was
lowered and apoptosis was increased (M30 assay) when cells were grown in 2-D culture on the basement
membrane component Type IV Collagen and exposed to 150pjM of SM. Since it is known that human
epidermal keratinocytes have elevated growth on Type IV Collagen, it is possible that this increased
proliferation was associated with the elevation of cell damage. Similarly, even in 3-D cultures, the
presence of basement membrane proteins that were not organized into structured basement membrane
were not sufficient to protect keratinocytes from SM damage. We concluded that it was critical to have
well-structured basement membrane in 3-D (AlloDerm) cultures in order to prevent SM damage leading
to vesication. To further establish the role of the basement membrane as a mediator of SM-induced
vulnerability, we focused on the role of laminin 5. By using JEB cells restored with a variety of y2 chain
retroviral constructs, we concluded that restoration of adhesive function mediated by laminin 5 could
decrease susceptibility to SM injury. These findings directly implicate laminin 5 and it's role in
structured basement membrane that mediate adhesive interactions that can prevent SM-induced
vesication and can directly modulate SM injury in human skin.

14
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
See related Commentary on page vii

Analysis of Microenvironmental Factors Contributing
to Basement Membrane Assembly and Normalized
Epidermal Phenotype

Frank Andriani,* Alexander Margulis,* Ning Lin,* Sy Griffey, and Jonathan A. Garlick*t
*I)epartment of Oral Biology & Pathology, School of I)ental Medicine, SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York, USA;

tl)epartment of D)ermatology, School of Medicine, SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York, USA;
JLifeCell Corporation, One Millenium Way, Branchburg, New Jersey, USA

9.

To understand further the role of the dynamic interplay No basement membrane developed in the absence of
between keratinocytes and stromal components in the pre-existing basement membrane components, even in
regulation of the growth, differentiation, morphogen- the presence of dermal fibroblasts. Bromodeoxyuridine
esis, and basement membrane assembly of human stra- incorporation studies showed that early keratinocyte
tified squamous epithelium, we have generated novel, growth was independent of mesenchymal support, but
three-dimensional organotypic cultures in which skin by 14 d, both fibroblasts and assembled basement mem-
keratinocytes were grown in the absence or presence of brane were required to sustain growth. Normalization
pre-existing basement membrane components and/or of keratinocyte differentiation was independent of both
dermal fibroblasts. We found that keratinocytes cultured dermal fibroblasts and structured basement membrane.
in the presence of pre-existing basement membrane These results indicated that epithelial and mesenchymal
components and dermal fibroblasts for 9 d showed ra- components play a coordinated role in the generation of
pid assembly of basement membrane, as seen by a structured basement membrane and in the regulation of
nearly complete lamina densa, hemidesmosomes, and normalized epithelial growth and tissue architecture in
the polarized, linear distribution of laminin 5 and a6 an in vitro model of human skin. Key words: basement
integrin subunit. Basement membrane assembly was membrane/epithelial-mesenchymal interactions/fibroblasts/la-
somewhat delayed in the absence of dermal fibroblasts, minin 5/organotypic culture. J Invest Dermatol 120:923-931,
but did occur at discrete nucleation sites when pre- 2003
existing basement membrane components were present.

M icroenvironmsental factors, such as the dynamic Epithelial basement membranes arc composed of an intricate

cross-talk between epithelium and connective network of extracellular matrix proteins that interact at the epithe-
tissue, arc known to regulate epidermal mor- lial--stromal interface (Christiano and Uitto, 1996). Interactions be-
phogenesis and homeostasis. Diffusible factors tween the major constituents of basement membrane, including
produced by keratinocytes and mesenchymal types IV and VII collagens, several members of the laminin family

cells are known to support epidermal growth and differentiation (laminins 1, 5, 6, and 7) and nidogen, mediate basement membrane
through the reciprocal modulation of paracrine-acting, growth- stability and adhesion through complex molecular interactions.
regulatory factors (Smola et al, 1993; Szabowski et al, 2(0)0). For example, laminin 5 within anchoring filaments links a664 in-
Epithelial-mesenchymal interactions have also been shown to tegrin to type VII collagen to promote epithelial attachment

* mediate the synthesis of basement membrane constituents and mediated by hemidesmosomes (Rousselle et al, 1997), whereas
to contribute to basement membrane formation (Fleischmajcr laminin 5 complexed to laminins 6 and 7 interacts with a3Bl to con-
el al, 1998; Smola el al, 1998b). Interactions between keratinocytes tribute to basement membrane assembly and stabilization
and extracellular matrix proteins at the basement membrane zone (Champliaud et al, 1996; Dipersio et al, 1997). Interactions between
maintain tissue integrity and modulate keratinocyte adhesion, type IV collagen and BI integrins (Fleischmajer et al, 1997), as well
proliferation, migration, and gene expression (Fusenig, 1994; as those between these integrins and laminins (Fleischmajer et al,
Jones et al, 1995). 1998), have been shown to provide an early scaffold for basement

membrane organization. Deposition and assembly of basement
membrane is thought to occur concurrently with the normaliza-
tion of epithelial growth, morphogenesis, and differentiation

Manuscript received May 6, 2002; revised August 22, 2002; accepted for (Bohnert et al, 1986; Marinkovich et al, 1993); however, mechan-
publication August 26, 2002 isms of basement membrane assembly that are mediated by

Reprint requests to: Dr Jonathan A. Garlick, Department of Oral Biol-
ogy and Pathology, School of Dental Medicine, SUNY at Stony Brook, epithelial and mesenchymal factors and the concomitant regula-

Stony Brook, New York 11794-8702, USA. Email: jgarlick((anotes.cc, tion of epidermal phenotype remain unclear.
sunysbedu The integrated events that occur during basement assembly

Abbreviations: BrdU, bromodcoxyuridinc; LI, labeling index need to be studied in biologic systems in which a high degree of

0022-202X/03/$15.AX) . Copyright (1) 2003 by The Society for Investigative Dermatology, Inc.
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tissue complexity can be achieved. For example, whereas the each 35 uni well insert of a six-well plate and incubated for 4-4o d in
synthesis of basement membrane components by keratinocytes media containing l)ulbecco's modified Eaglc's medium and 10% fetal calf
and fibroblasts has most commoni ly been studied in umonolayer serum, until the collagen matrix showed no further shrinkage. At this

cultures (Stanley et al, 1982; Bohnert et al, 1986; Woodley et a!, time, a total of 5 x 10' nornial human epidermal keratinocytes were

1988; Olscn et a!, 1989), keratinocytes do not express their differ- seeded directly on the contracted collagen gel. ()rganotypic cultures were
grown in the presence of pre-existing basement nmenibrane coiiponientsentiated phenotype and signals from a structured extracellular ('AlloDerin cultures') by seeding keratinocytes on AlloDerii, a de-

matrix are not present in these cultures. To overcome this limita- epidermalized, acellular cadaver dermis derived front tItman skin, which
tion, three-dimensional organotypic cultures, which nmimic nmany was treated to remove the surface epitheliuni and stroinal cells while still
of the in vivo features of human skin, have been used to investi- retaining basement iimemnbrane components on its surface (I ifeCell Corp.,
gate the role of epithelial-mesenchymal cross-talk in epidermal Branchburg, NewJersey). This de-epiderinalizcd derimis was layered on the
biology (Marinkovich et at, 1993; Zieske et al, 1994; Fleischmajer contracted collagen gel described above with the basement memnbrane
et al, 1998; Smola et al, 1998b; Hildebrand et al, 2002); how- facing up, and fibroblasts migrated froom the gel below into the

ever, the dynamics of basement membrane assemnbly have not iAlloDerni. Cultures were prepared in the absence of fibroblasts by

been fully explored due to the failure of organcitypic cultures to incubating contmrcted collagen gels with distilled water ftr 3 h. Cultures
demons fullymex orphutol thgically urdentifiablerganotyp t c res t were maintained submerged in low calcium epiderimal growth mnedia tor
demonstrate norphologically identifiable basement memn- 2 d, submerged for 2 d in normal calcium epidernmal growth media and
brane (Prunieras et at, 1983; Bohnert et at, 1986; Grinnell et al, raised to the air-liquid interface by feeding front below with normial
1986; O'Keefe et al, 1987; Contard et at, 1993; Ohji et al, 1994). As calcium cornification mediumn for an additional 3-10 of (Vaccariello oi al,
intact basement membrane is known to be a critical signal for the 1999). Cultures were mnaintainied for 2, 9, and 14 d and were performimed in
normal control of epidermal growth and differentiation (Stoker triplicate. For proliferation assays, bromnodeoxyuridmne (BrdU) (Signia, St
et at, 1990; Fleischmajer et at, 1993; Marinkovich et al, 1993), it is Louis, MO) was added to organotypic cultures 8 h1 prior to harvesting at a
important to generate organotypic tissues that can develop nor- final concentration of 10 pM.
mnalized basement membrane structure. Immunofluorescence Specimens were frozen in emsbedding niedia

In this study, we have optimized the growth and differentiation (Triangle Biomedical, l)urham, North Carolina) in liquid nitrogen vapors
of skin-like, organotypic cultures by combining the two compo- after being placed in 2 M sucrose for 2 h at 4'C. Tissues wvere serial
nents thought to be critical in the normalization of epidermal sectioned at 6 pmll and mounted on to gelatin-chrome ahut-coated slides.
homeostasis: dermal fibroblasts and basement membrane. These Tissue sections were washed with phosphate-buffered saline and blocked
organotypic cultures allow us to ask how basement membrane with I0 pg goat lgG per mL, 0.015% goat serum, and 0.2•2 bovine serum
components and/or dertnal fibroblasts direct the assetnbly albumnin, vol/vol in phosphate-buffered saline without fixation. Sections
and organization of structured basement membrane and the were incubated with monoclonal antibodies to laiminin 5 (GB-3, Gift of
concomitant normalization of epidermal phenotype. This was Dr G. Meneguzzi), a6 integrim subunit (GOtt3) (Chenmicon International
accomplished by growing keratinocytes on an acellular, human Inc., Temecula, California), BrdU (Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis,

dermal substrate (AlloDcrm) that was repopulated with human Indiana) and filaggrin (Biomedical Technologies Inc., Stoughton,
Massachusetts) and detected with Alexa 594 -conjugated goat anti-rat orfibroblasts. We have found that organotypic cultures grown with anti-mouse IgG (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon). Slides were

dermal fibroblasts on pre-existing basement membrane comipo- coverslipped with Vectashield containing I lag per iil I)API (Vector
nents demonstrated a high degree of tissue normalization and Laboratories. Burlingame, California). Fluorescence was visualized using a
formned a structured, mature basement membrane. In contrast, Nikon Eclipse 600 microscope and photonicroscopy was pertorined using
keratinocytes grown in the absence of pre-existing basement a Texas Red filter. For routine light imicroscopy, tissues were fixed in 10"/0
nmembrane components were well-stratified, but did not form neutral buffered formalin, enibedded in paratfin, and 4 plin sections were
structured basement mnembrane and showed aberrant tissue orga- stained with henimatoxylin and cosin.
nization. In the absence of dermal fibroblasts, basement miem- Transmission electron microscopy Organotypic cultures were cut
brane assembly occurred at discrete initiation sites, as long as into small pieces of' approximately 2 x 2 nitu and fixed in 2%
pre-existing basement membrane components were present. Ma- glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate and 0.1 M sucrose at pt 1 72. The
turation of well-structured basement membrane was found to be samples wvere then postfixed in 2% osutium tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate
associated with the linear deposition of the receptor-ligand pair and 1% tannic acid in 0.1 M cacodylate. Following fixation the saiiples
in hemnidesmosomes, laninin 5 and a6 integrin. Furthermore, were dehydrated in graded etlhanol, cleared with propylene oxide and
sustained keratinocyte growth required both intact basement infiltrated with Spurr's resin. Following polyimerization of the resin, thick
membrane and dermal fibroblasts, whereas normalized tissue dif- sections were produced using a Reichert Ultracut E uticrotomie and
ferentiation was independent of these components. This novel sections were stained with toluidine blue toi determinie orientation. [hle
human tissue model recapitulates the morphology of the in Vivo blocks were then thin sectioned at approximately 90 risi and tiounted on ,

tissue to a large degree and has facilitated further clarification of copper grids. Grids were stained with 5% uranyl acetate it) demionized water
and Ikeynold's lead citrate. Stained grids were exanmiined at various

the contributions made by basement membrane components and magnifications using a IHitachi 11-6110 transmission electron microscope
dermal fibroblasts to normal epidermal mnorphogenesis. (Hitachi, Brisbane CA, USA).

MATERIALS ANI) METHODS RESULTS

Monolayer cell culture Normial human epidernial keratinocytes were Basement membrane components and dermal fibroblasts
cultured from newborn fbreskin by the method of lkheinwald and Greent
(1975) in keratinocyte medium described by Wu et al (1982). Cultures were mode epidermat orogro eis h e oranocvtissue

model was fabricated by growing human keraitinocvtes on) tinestablished through trypsinization of foreskin fragments and grown oni
irradiated 3T3 fibroblasts. 3T3 cells were inaintained in l)ulbecco's acellular, human dermal substrate (Atlol)erm) that was
inodified Eagle's medium containing 10% bovine calf serum. Hutnats repopulated with human fibroblasts that migrated into the
dermal fibroblasts were derived friom foreskins and grown in tnedia dermis from ats underlying contracted collagen gel (Fig 1A).
containing I)ulbecco's niodified Eagle's medium and 10% fetal calf serum. Keratinocytes grown on Allol)erm generated an epithelium
All animal experismenits were approved by SUNYat Stony Brook's IACUC with an in viva-like tissue architecture after 9 d (Fig IB). In
and were perfornied in compliance with stipulations of thiat body. the presence of fibroblasts. These cultures demonstrated an
Organotypic culture Organotypic cultures grown in the absence of orthokeratinized epithelium with polarized, columnar basal cells

pre-existing basement tsensbrane components ("collagen raft" cultures) nested in rete pegs and well-formed spinous and granular layers

were prepared as previously described (Vaccariello et al, 1999). Briefly, (Fig 1B, layer A). The upper part of the connective tissue showed
early passage human derinal fibroblasts were added to neutralized type I papillary dernis composed of a fine, collagenous network
collagen (Orgatiogenesis, Canton, Massachusetts) to a finlal concentration (Fig 1B, layer 131) and the lower reticular dermis composed of
of 2.5 x 1I)4 cells per mL. Three milliliters of this nixture was added to denser collagen bundles (Fig 1B, layer 112). Fibroblasts seeded
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the AlloDerm culture model and tissue morphology of AlloDerm cultures. As seen in (A), a type I
collagen gel that cont iied dertial fibroblasts (C) was fabricated and allowed to contract for 7 d. Allol)ernt, a de-epidermtalized, acellular hounian dermis
(B), was then laid on this gel to allow fibroblasts to migrate into the dermis. Twenty-four hours later, keratinocytes (A) were seeded on the pre-existing
basentent niembrane -oniponents present on the surface of the Allol)erin. Cultures were subtierged int media tar 4 d and then grown at an air-liquid
interface for either 3 or It) additional days."Collagen raft" cultures were grown directly on the collagen gel (C). wN ithout the intervening Allol)cri substrate.
lit (1t), the morphologic components of the Allol)erni culture itodel are seen after ) d in culture. An orthokeratinized stratified squamous epitheliut is seen
that shows polarized basal cells and rete pegs (A). Basal keratinocytes are resting on a papillary dernis comiposed of fine, collagen fibrils (BH that is over-
lying a reticular derttis containing dense collagen bundles (B2). Beneath the dermis is the contracted. type I collagen gel, which was seeded with tibroblasts
(C). Fibroblasts have itigrated from the gel into the dernis. The polycarbonate membrane that supports these cultures is seen Under the collagen gel.

into the contracted type I collagen gel (Fig 1B, layer C) Tissue stratification improved when these cultures were grown
repopulated the Allol)erm by migrating into its lower surface. in the presence of fibroblasts for 14 d but the tissue remained
Allol)erm tissues have been found to retain the pre-existing highly disorganized (Fig 211). A summary of the morphologic
basenient membrane components types IV and VII collagen findings for all cultures is seen in Table I. These findings
and laitnin 1 on their upper surface (data not shown). In demonstrated that the presence of both pre-existing basement
the absence of fibroblasts, keratinocytes cultured for 9 d in membrane components and dermal fibroblasts were required to
Allol)erm cultures, showed a thin epithelium that dentonstra- generate an epithelimn With optimal morphology and tissue
ted all morphologic strata (Fig 2A). In comparison, the organization. DIermal fibroblasts were needed to support full
incorporation of fibroblasts (Fig 2B, arrnws) into these cultures stratification, whereas bascmcnt mcmbrane components were
resulted in a fully stratified epithelium, which showed normal required to improve tissue architecture.
morphologic differentiation and tissue architecture (Fig 2B).
A considerably thinner epitheliunt demonstrating less prominent Pre-existing basement membrane components direct
nmorphologic strata was seen when cultures were grown without the assembly of structured basement membrane The
fibroblasts and without pre-existing basement mirembrane ultrastructural appearance of the basement membrane zone in
components (collagen raft cultures) for 9 d (Fig 2Q). These organotypic cultures grown with and without fibroblasts and/or
cultures demonstrated altered tissue architecture that was pre-existing basement membrane components was studied by
characterized by flattened basal cells and a lack of clear tran- transmission electron microscopy (Fig 3). No lamnina densa or
sition between morphologic strata. In contrast, cultures grown basement membrane structure was seen wchen collagen rafts were
without basement membrane components but with fibroblasts grown with fibroblasts for 9 d (Fig 3A). The dermal-epidermal
for 9 d showed a well-stratified epithelium (Fig 2D). The interface of these cultures showed electron-dense condensations
lower layers of this epitheliuIi showed altered tissue that did not display structural features of hemidesmosoties (Fig
organization, ho\vever, suggesting that pre-existing basement 3A, arrous). In contrast, cultures grown for 9 d on Allo)erni
membrane components present in the AlloDerm were needed with fibroblasts denionstrated extended stretches of lamina
to polarize basal keratinocytes and achieve optimal tissue densa (Fig 3B). Isolated areas showed heinidesmosomes,
architecture. consisting of inner and outer plaques associated with keratin

When grown on AlloDteri with fibroblasts for 14 d, the filaments intracellularly (Fig 31, itset, white arrow,) and fine
epitheliuni continued to mature and showed a well-polarized bridging structures representing anchoring filaments on their
basal layer and surface hyperorthokeratosis (Fig 2Ft. In contrast, extracellular surface (Fig 3B, inset, ltlack arrowus). When grown in
the epithelium remained thin when AlloDermn cultures were the absence of fibroblasts for 9 d, however, Allo)erni cultures
grown without fibroblasts for 14 d (Fig 2E), suggesting that did not show a continuous lamina densa, but rather
little growth had occurred beyond day 9 in cultures grown demonstrated evenly spaced hemidesmosomes (Fig 3C. Under
without fibroblasts. Alterations in morphology were evident in higher magnification, these regions showed focal areas of lamina
14 d cultures grown without fibroblasts or basement menibrane densa and hemidesniosomes (Fig 3C, inset), which were adjacent
components (Fig 2G). In these cultures, basal cells were widely to keratin filament bundles intracellularly (Fig 3C, inset, w'hite
spaced and flattened, the surface layer was parakeratotic and no arrows) and filamentous structures that spanned to the lamina
clear transition between morphologic strata could be identified. densa (Fig 3C, iitset, Iack arrot). Further maturation of basement
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Figure 2. Morphogenesis of stratified squamous epithelium in the presence or absence of pre-existing basement membrane components and
dermal fibroblasts. Keratinocytes were grown in organotypic culture for either 9 d (A-D) or 14 d (1:.!) in the absence ((,1),G, tt) or presence (AjjI/) of
prc-existing basement membrane components. In the presence of basement membrane components and fibroblasts, a filly stratified epitheliun was seen
that demonstrated normal morphologic differentiation and tissue architecture (B, ), whereas cultures were considerably thinner without fibroblasts (A,L). In
the absence of pre-existing basement membrane components, cultures underwent greater stratification with fibroblasts (D)) than without fibroblasts (C), but
both conditions showed altered tissue architecture characterized by disorganization of basal cells. These architectural alterations were inore evident in 14 d *

cultures (GH)

membrane structure was seen by the prese'nce of a Inore fibroblasts, were required for the assembly of structured
continuous lamina densa in AlloDerm cultures grown for 14 d basement membrane and hemidesmosonies. As seen in collagen
without fibroblasts (Fig 3D). Henaidesniosomes were seen at raft cultures, however, the presence of fibroblasts alone was
regularly spaced intervals (Fig 3D, dark arrows) and anchoring not permissive for the generation of a structured basement
fibrils were seen adjacent to the lamina densa (Fig 3D, white membrane.
arrow). This demonstrated that, whereas fibroblasts could
accelerate basement membrane maturation, they were not Normalized deposition of hemidesmosomal components
required for the development of structured basement membrane is dependent upon pre-existing basement membrane
as long as pre-existing basement membrane components were components and is accelerated by dermal fibroblasts The
present. Cultures grown in the presence of fibroblasts for 14 d role of basement membrane components and dermal fibroblasts
showed a lamina densa that was more electron dense and in the assembly of basement membrane was also characterized
continuous than that seen in 9 d AlloDerm cultures with by determining the distribution of laminin 5 and its receptor,
fibroblasts (Fig 3E). Interestingly, the electron-dense material oc604 integrin, by imnmnohistochemical stain. Basement
of the lamina densa in these 9 and 14 d Allol)erm cultures was membrane normalization was assessed by the degree to which
similar to that seen on the surface of AlloDerm that these proteins were deposited in a polarized, linear pattern at the
was analyzed after it was prepared and not placed in culture basement mnembrane zone. In the absence of dermal fibroblasts,
(Fig 3F). This suggested that basement membrane organization 9 d AlloDerni cultures demonstrated a patchy, discontinuous
took place on this surface, which served as a structural template deposition of laminin 5 at the dermal-epidermual interface
for the assembly of basement membrane. It was concluded that (Fig 4A). In contrast, cultures grown on Allol)erm in the
pre-existing basement membrane components, but not dermal presence of fibroblasts for 9 d demonstrated continuous and
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Table 1. Summary of morphology, basement membrane components, and assembly, growth,
and differentiation of organotypic epithelia

SBM + HFF + BM -HIFF -BM + HFF -13M -HFF

9d 14cd 9d 14d 9d 14d 9d 14d

Tissnc stratification ***** ****-*

Tissue architcctt re iiorlnal nornial, well- nornial norinal aberrant, aberrant aberrant, aberrant,

polarized basal cells loss of polarity flat basal cell laver flat basal cell layer,

parakeratin

Basenient iemiibrane ass.mibly + HD + HI) + HI) + HID -Ill) NI) ND NI)

+ I + LID" + LD
1

' + LIY -LI)

ainininn 5 linear linear patchy linear patchy patchy patchy/pc patchy/faint

70 integrin linear linear linear/pc/sb linear patchy linear/pc linear/pc patchy/faint

r Filaggrin 4++ .++ ++ +.± +++ ++ +++ ++
Brdu (JI) 4 3 "/ 18%Y 18% W}% 26%, 0 IN 24% 0}%

13M - baseiient ieinbranc, tIFF- human foreskin fibroblasts.
*** - full stratification, *- - moderate stratification, ** - little stratification.
VI - heiiidesniiomc, L1 - Lamina densa. 'linear, 'ial.
pc - pericellular staining only sb - suprabasal staining,
ND1) not determined.
5-+ - strong staining, + + - moiiderate staining.

linear deposition of laninin 5 that was strictly polarized along during the maturation of the basement membranc. Thus, the
the basement meinbrane zone (Fig 4B). This suggested that the normalized deposition of this integrin-ligand pair was fibroblast
normalized deposition and organization of laminin 5 was independent, but required the presence of pre-existing basement
accelerated when fibroblasts were incorporated into AlloDIerm membrane components. The progressive maturation of basement
cultures. In contrast, a discontinuous pattern of laminin 5 membrane seen by the transition from the pericellular and patchy,
deposition was seen for cultures grown on collagen rafts in the to the linear, polarized deposition of these components in
absence of pre-existing basement membrane components both AlloDerni cultures, closely matched the temporal sequence of
without or with fibroblasts. In the absence of fibroblasts, events through which ultrastructural assembly of basemnent
laminin 5 was limited to the cytoplasm of basal cells and was membrane occurred.
not deposited in the basement menmbrane zone after 9 d
(Fig 4C). The addition of fibroblasts to these cultures resulted in Sustained keratinocyte growth requires fibroblasts and
the extracellular deposition of laininin 5, but the staining basement membrane, whereas normalized differentiation
distribution remain,:d punctate and discontinuous (Fig 4D). is fibroblast independent Growth of keratinocytes in

Even in the absence of fibroblasts, AlloDermi cultures showed a organotypic cultures was determined by measuring the
polarized and linear distribution of laininin 5 after 14 d (Fig 4E). percentage of basal cells that incorporated BrdU during a 8 h
This supports the view that normalized lamninin 5 deposition pulse [labeling index (LI)]. Two day after seeding, keratinocyte
and basement niemibrane formation did not require dermal cultures demonstrated elevated levels of proliferation regardless
fibroblasts, as long as keratinocvtes were grown on an inter- of the presence of dermal fibroblasts or basemnent membrane

face containing pre-existing basement membrane proteins, components (Fig 5). These cultures showed Il between 28 and
In contrast, cultures grown without basement membrane 36%, suggesting that the initial growth of keratinocytes was
components but with fibroblasts for 14 d continued to show independent of inesenchymal stinmulation. Only keratinocytes
patchy deposition of laminin 5 (Fig 4G,H). When these cultures cultured in the presence of Allol)ernm and fibroblasts, however,
were grown without fibroblasts, only faint laininin 5 staining were able to maintain proliferative activity after 14 d in culture.
was seen, suggesting that this protein had been degraded in the Keratinocytes grown directly on collagen rafts, with or without
absence of fibroblasts (Fig 4G). It appears that, whereas laminin fibroblasts, as well as cells grown on AlloDerm without
5 was synthesized in the absence of pre-existing basement fibroblasts, showed a 1.5-2-fold decrease in LI after 9 d
membrane components, these components were needed to direct and nearly complete suppression of growth 14 d after seeding
the deposition of laminin 5 into the assembling basement (Fig 5). In contrast, Allol)erm cultures grown tor 14 d with
niiembrane. fibroblasts showed a LI that continued to decrease to a range that

The distribution of the a6 integrin subunit closely paralleled was more similar to that seen in vivo, suggesting that full
that of laminiin 5 (Table I). Cultures grown on AlloDerm maturation of basement membrane structure was coupled to the
without fibroblasts for 9 d demonstrated staining that was both normalization of keratinocyte growth. This demonstrated that
linear, yet pericellular in the suprabasal layers (Table I). Five days the presence of both structured basement membrane and dermal
later (day 14), cultures grown without fibroblasts showed further fibroblasts were required to sustain keratinocyte growth in
basement membraiie maturation as evidenced by the restriction organotypic culture.
of a6 integrin to a linear and polarized distribution at the Normalization of keratinocyte differentiation was independent
basement menmbraie zone (Fig 4V). This linear pattern was of derinal fibroblasts and basement membrane. When grown
similar to that see, when cultures were grown in the presence of with fibroblasts for 9 d and 14 d, filaggrin was expressed in the
pre-existing basement membrane proteins and dermial fibroblasts, upper third of the epithelium in a pattern similar to that seen in
both at 9 d (Table 1) and 14 d (Fig 4J), suggesting that the human skin. This was the case for both Allol)erm cultures grown
presence of deriial fibroblasts accelerated the normalized for 9 d (Fig 6A) and 14 d (Fig 6B) and for collagen raft cultures
distribution oif this protein. In contrast, cultures grown in the grown for 9 d (Fig 6C). In the absence of dermal fibroblasts,
absence of pre-existing basement membrane coniponents AlloDerm cultures (Fig 6DE) and collagen raft cultures
demonistrated a pericellular distribution of 0{6 subunit without (Fig 6F) grown for 9 and 14 d were considerably thinned,
fibroblasts and a patchy, extracellular deposition with fibroblasts but deoionstrated a normal pattern of filaggrin distribu-
(Table I). These findings demonstrated that the spatial and tion. These findings showed that sustained keratinocyte
temporal deposition of lamninin 5 and a6 integrin were similar growth was dependent on the presence of both structured
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Figure 3. Ultrastructural assembly of the basement membrane zone in organotypic cultures. Cultures grown either in the absence (A) or presence
of pre-existing basement membrane components (l were studied after 9 d (A-C) and 14 d (1),b). Cultures were grown either with both keratinocytes
and fibroblasts (A,IN) or with keratinocvtes and no fibroblasts (C(D), Allol)erin was also analyzed after it was freshly prepared without growing it in
culture (P). Electron-dense condensations are seen in the absence of pre-existing basement membrane comnponents (A. arrows) but no other basement meiii-
brane structures were seen (A). Lamina densa and hemidesmosomes were seen in (B), as evidenced by electron-dense plaques (iwset) showing intracellular
(ihitc arrow) and extracellular (black arrow) filamentous structures. Focal areas of well-organized laminina densa and hIem idesiosoites were seen in (C) (black
arrous). Under higher magnification, these areas showed regularly spaced, electron-dense plaques (meset), which w,'ere associated with intracellular bundles of
keratin filaments (iwrt, iiuhitc arrow) and filanientous structures, which extended to the lamina densa (inset, blade arroiu). A more continuous basement mem-
brane demonstrating anchoring fibrils (wuhite ariu,) and heniidesniosonies (black arrow) were seen in (1)), whereas a colutilltOuS lamnina densa was seen in (lF).
Electron-dense material was seen on the upper surface of freshly prepared Allol)erm, which was not used in cultures (/,, arrn'w').

basement membrane and dermal fibroblasts, whereas nor- proteins were present at the time keratinocytes were seeded
mealized ditferentiation was independent of both of these (AlloI)erm cultures), a well-structured basement membrane
microenviron mental factors. formed both with and without dermal fibroblasts. The incorpora-

tion of fibroblasts into the AlloDlerm cultures accelerated base-
ment membrane assembly, sustained keratinocyte growth. and

DISCUSSION normalized epidermal tissue architecture, We have achieved this
by repopulating an acellular human dermis with viable fibroblasts

We have developed novel organotypic cultures of human strati- that migrated from an underlying contracted type I collagen gel.
fied squamous epithelium to investigate how nicroenvironmen- This novel, human tissue model recapitulates the morphology of
tal factors such as pre-existing basement membrane components the in ,ivo tissue to a large degree and contributes to our under-
and dermal fibroblasts direct the organization, assembly, and ma- standing of the role of epithelial-mesenchynial cross-talk in the
turation of basement membrane and modulate epidermal pheno- normalization of basement inetbrane structure and the morpho-
type. Using these engineered human tissues, we have found that genesis of human skin.
these components play a co-ordinated part in the generation of a Our ultrastructural and immunohistochcmical evidence clearly
well-structurcd basement membrane, regulate keratinocyte point to the rapid assembly of basement membrane when kerati-
growth and differentiation, and normalize epithelial tissue archi- nocytes were cultured on Allol)ermn that was repopulated with
tecture. In the absence of pre-existing basement membrane coin- fibroblasts. Structured basement membrane was seen at 9 d as a
ponents such as lamninin I and type IV and VII collagen, nearly continuous lamina densa and was paralleled by the linear
fibroblasts were not sufficient to generate structured basement and polarized distribution of laininin 5 and the a6 integrin sub-
membrane or to normalize epithelial phenotype. When these unit. In the absence of fibroblasts, basement inembrane assetnbly
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Figure 4. Pre-existing basement membrane components and fibroblasts enhance the deposition and polarization of laminin 5 and the a6
integrin subunit. Iminunofluorescent stair tbr laminin 5 was perfoirmed on 9 and 14 d organotypic cultures in the presence of pre-existing baseinent
membrane coniponents with (41-) and without (AI) fibroblasts and in the absence of pre-existing basement membrane with (I),fI) and without ((' (Q'
fibroblasts. Staiining for the a6 integrm subunit was performed oii 14 d organotypic cultures in the presence of pre-existing baseient membrane compo-

nents with (f) and without (0) fibroblasts. Nine day cultures grown ill the presence of pre-existing basement membrane without fibroblasts (A) demon-
strated a patchy, discontitinuous pattern of laminin 5 compared with cultures grown in the presence of fibroblasts (B), which showed continuous and linear
depositioni of latitniii 5. Linear deposition was seen in 14 d cultures that contained pre-existing basement membrane components grown both with (F) or
without (E) fibroblasts. In contrast, cultures grown in the absence of pre-existing basentent membrane components with (1), H) and without ((G ) fibro-
blasts detmionstrated lainiin 5 expression that was discontinuous anid pericellular at both 9 and 14 d. The linear deposition of a6 integrin subunit was seeti in

a pattern similar to laoinin 5 whnci 14 d cultures were grown without (I) and with M) fibroblasts iii the presence of pre-existing basement nicitibraine
collipoiments.

was initially seen as regularly spaced areas of lamina densa adja- hemidesmosomes form around pre-existing anchoring fibrils
cent to heinidesniosonies, which may represent nucleation sites when foreskin kcratinocytes were grown on a de-epiderinalized
tfr basement membrane assembly. The patchy, but linear distri- bovine tongue connective tissue without fibroblasts (Hildebrand
bution of laniin 5 and o6 intcgrin seen by im munohistochem- et a!, 2002). Similarly, cell suspensions (Friend et at, 1982) and vi-
ical stain supports the view that initial basement membrane able sheets of adult rabbit corneal epithelium (Gipson et a!, 1983;
organization can occur at discrete sites (Fleischmajer et a!, 1998). Payne et al, 20010) have been shown to assemble hemidesmosomes
It is thought that formation of structured basement membrane is rapidly when grown on corneal stroma that contains intact basal
a self-assembly process (Smola ctal, 1998b: Colognato and Yurch- laminae. It was found that hemidesmosome assemtbly occurred at
enco, 2000), which occurs as the local concentration of basement sites where pre-existing anchoring fibrils inserted into the lainina
membrane proteins reaches a critical threshold and enables these densa, suggesting that these were likely nucleation sites for hemi-
components to interact physically (Yurchenco and O'Rear, 1994). desniosome organization (Gipson ct at, 1983). We observed that no
Marinkovich ct al (1993) have shown that fibroblasts play a part in basement membrane assembly was seen when keratinocytes were
this process by secreting proteins that reorganize the extracellular grown in organotypic culture without pre-existing basement
matrix or stabilize previously assembled basement membrane. membrane components, even when fibroblasts were incorpo-
This study showed that when grown in organotypic culture with rated. Thus, the presence of these pre-existing basement merm-
human foreskin keratinocytes, dermal fibroblasts synthesized and brane proteins provides an important permissive cue for the
deposited three major components of basement membrane: lami- rapid fbrmation and maturation of ultrastructurally complete
nin I and collagen types IV and VII (Marinkovich et a!, 1993). It basement membrane.
has been shown that these components need to be assembled We have incorporated fibroblasts into our tissue model by
prior to the formation of a mature basement membrane in order facilitating their migration to repopulate a previously acellular
to bind to cell surface integrins and serve as nucleation sites for dermis. These fibroblasts moved fromn the underlying contracted,
the self-assenibly of baseinent nmembrane (Fleischmajer et a!, 1998). type I collagen gel and were retained in the reticular dermis

Our finding of discrete sites of basement membrane organiza- (Lee et a!. 2000). We have shown that epidermal morphogenesis
tion in the absence of fibroblasts strongly suggests that the pre- and growth were significantly compromised by the absence of
existing basement nietubrane components present on AlloI)erm dermtal fibroblasts. Similarly, previous studies have shown th.t
cultures provided a temiplate on which basement membrane de- keratinocyte growth and differentiation were improved when i-

velopitent could rapidly occur. It has recently been shown that broblasts were incorporated into dermal equivalents (Limat ,1 aI,
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Figure 5. Keratinocyte growth is sustained by fibroblasts and basement membrane interactions. Organotypic cutltures were grown for 2, ), and 14
d and pulsed with 10 mM BrdU for their last 8 It. LI was determined by counting BrdU-positive, basal cell nuclei after immunohistochenmial stain with an
anti-BrdU antibodly. Only cultures containing both assembled basement membrane and fibroblasts were able to sustain keratinogyte growth for 14 d
(M ... 0 ... M). Cultures grown with fibroblasts and without basement membrane components (A ... A ... A ), without fibroblasts and with basement
membrane components (A ... A ... A), and without either fibroblasts and basement membrane components (0S ... 0S ... 0]) showed elevated growth initially,
but no proliferative activity at 14 d.
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Figure 6. Differentiation of organotypic cultures is independent of pre-existing basement membrane components and dermal fibroblasts.
Immunofluorescent stain for filaggrin demonstrated a normal pattern of expression limitedl to the stratum granulosum and stratum corneum when cu~ltures
were grown it) the presence of fibroblasts both with (AB) or without (C) pre-existing basement membrane components and when cultures were grown in
the absence of fibroblasts with (1-11-) or without (/7) pre-existing basement membrane components.

1989; IRosdy and Clauss, 1990; Poneco and Kempenaar, 1995). blasts or coated with extracellular matrix proteins have been used
In addition to the role of fibroblasts in the production of to generate skin-like organotypic cultures (Posdy and Clauss,
basement membrane components, it has been shown that diffusi- 1990). Alternatively, fibroblasts have been incorpo~rated into a
ble f~actors produced by fibroblasts play a part in extracellular ma- three-dimensional scaffold, where these cells could secrete and
trix metabolism and modulate keratinocyte production of organize an extracellular matrix (Fleischmajer et at, 1998). Whereas
basement membrane components (Sm-ola et al, 1998b). This may organotypic cultures of stratified epithelium have been shown to
help explain the more rapid assembly of basement membrane on express basement membrane components in organotypic culture
AlloDerm grown in the presence of fibroblasts when compared (Prunieras et al, 1983; Bohnert et al, 1986; Grinnell et al, 1980; Con-
with cultures from which fibroblasts were excluded. The coopera- tard et al, 1993; Ohji et al, 1994), limited success has been achieved
tion between specific fibroblast-derived soluble factors and base- in attaining structured basement membrane (Marinkovich et al,
ment membrane assembly has recently been established (Li et al, 1993; Zieske et al, 1994; Smola et al, 1998). As it is known that base-2001). ment membrane components play a functional part in the regula-

Organotypic tissue models have previously been adapted to tion of epidermal growth and differentiation (Stoker et al, 1990), it
study epithelial-mesenchymal interactions (Boxman et al, 1993; is important to generate cultures that have a well-structured base-
Smola et al, 1994; Berking and Herlyn, 2001) on a variety of ment membrane. Furthermore, it has previously been shown that
connective tissue substrates that served as dermal equivalents. the correct spatial organization and polarity of basal cells was as-
A well-stratified epithelium was seen when cultures were grown sociated with functional hernidestnosomes and basement mem-
tu dermal equivalents fabricated as type I collagen gels, which brahe integrity (1Dowling et al, 1996). Our findings support these
w--re populated with fibroblasts (Bell et al, 1981; Asselineau et al, observations as only tissues with well-structured basement mem-
1989; Parenteau el al, 1991). Porous membranes seeded with fibro- brane showed optimal epithelial tissue architecture.
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The goal of organotypic cultures of human skin is to fabricate Friendj, Kinoshita S,Thoft RA, EliasonjA: Corneal epithelial cell cultures on stro-

%nd maintain a stratified epithelium that demonstrates in vivo-like tral carriers. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci 23:41-49, 1982
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